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Status
 Closed

Subject
Instance folder ID vs instance ID mismatch

Category
Community projects

Feature
TRIM

Resolution status
Fixed or Solved

Submitted by
Marc Laporte

Lastmod by
Rodrigo Primo

Rating
     (0) 

Description
make backup 9 puts the data in trim/backup/10

Because instance IDs start with 0. Maybe just change IDs in the GUI so as to not affect backup
locations?

Priority
25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

Ticket ID
5744

Created
Friday 23 October, 2015 12:16:40 GMT-0000
by Rodrigo Primo

LastModif
Tuesday 27 October, 2015 20:17:03 GMT-0000

Comments

https://dev.tiki.org/item5744-Instance-folder-ID-vs-instance-ID-mismatch
https://dev.tiki.org/user9796
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Rodrigo Primo 23 Oct 15 19:30 GMT-0000

Actually it is a little bit more complicated.

The number mismatch is happening because the backup folders use the instance ID but the instance
selection displayed to users use a simple sequential list. When a instance is removed the ID of the
subsequent instances are preserved but their number displayed to users in the instance selection list
changes. In your example, it is likely that an instance with ID <= 9.

This is not only confusing, it also introduces at least one bug. The script setupupdate.php uses the
temporary number of an instance from the selection list instead of the instance ID. If an instance is
removed this will cause previously configured update cron jobs to start updating different instances.

I'm checking if it is possible to solve this by displaying to the users the instance ID in the selection list.

Rodrigo Primo 27 Oct 15 20:16 GMT-0000

In the commit below I have changed the user interface to use the instances IDs and thus avoid problems
like the one mentioned in the description of this ticket and the one in the comment above. This is a
significant change. I did my best to test it but I might have missed something. It would be great if others
could test it as well. Cronjobs configured to update a specific Tiki instance using TRIM must be
updated.

http://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/56581
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